Niels Jeppesen's X-102 design won the 3/4 Ton Cup in 1981, and on the back of this victory and the great success of his earlier X-79 and X-99 designs, over the next fifteen years, one X-xx2 after another was launched by X-Yachts onto the performance yacht market – the X-372, X-452, X-342, X-312, X-512, X-412, X-362, X-442, X-332, X-302, X-612, and X-382 – with the xx denoting the design's approximate length in feet. So, mostly 30-footers punctuated by increasingly larger signature yachts, a 45-footer and several more 4x-footer, a 51-footer and finally in 1995 a 61-footer.

By far the most successful of all these designs in terms of sales has been the X-332, also of 1995, with 432 boats sold until production ended in 2005. Belatedly this still very popular club racer and weekend cruiser joined SOL's fleet in 2020. Click on the link below to see her online racing record since.
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